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“Smashing a Helicopter above Al Nairab Camp Resulted in at 

Least one Victim and a Number of Injuries” 

 

 
 
 

 Three Palestinian Syrian victims including one child. 

 Warplanes targeting Al Muzaireib town with explosive barrels. 

 Bombing on Yarmouk and Khan Al Sheih camps and entering 

quantities of food and medical aid to the Yarmouk camp. 

 More than one hundred Palestinian and Syrian refugees were 

dead during trying to emigrate from Tunisia to Europe by sea. 

 Hungarian authorities respond to the strike of Rakan Hussein 

and recognize his children passports. 

 

The Place of the crashed helicopter in Al Nairab Camp 
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Victims 

The child Bisan Bilal Nasif, 5 years old was killed due to smashing a 

military helicopter above Al Nairb camp, while the two Palestinian 

refugees Khalid Badwan and his son Yousef Khalid Badwan from the 

Yarmouk camp died due to the Israeli aggression on the Gaza strip. The 

aggression resulted in the death of more than 800 civilian victims most of 

them children, women and elderly people in addition to about 5000 

wounded. 

 
The child "Bisan Bilal Nasif" 

Recent Updates 

A military helicopter was crashed yesterday evening over Alnairab Camp 

in Aleppo, after being hit with one of the missiles, which led to the 

explosion and falling its wreckage on civilian homes, which resulted in at 

least one victim and more than a dozen injuries, including dangerous 

cases as well as a number of missing and significant damage in homes 

and properties of people, while a number of them are still trapped under 

the rubble, and it referred that the regular army and security groups have 

imposed a security cordon on the place and prevented the entry or exit of 

any person from it. 

On the other hand, a number of people got out of Al Neirab camp 

yesterday afternoon in a solidarity march with the Gaza Strip, where they 
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raised Palestinian flags and chanted slogans rejecting and condemning 

the aggression of the Arab and international silence toward the heavy 

shelling that targeting the strip. 

 
Solidarity with Gaza in AlNeirab camp 

Warplanes also targeted Al Muzeireeb town in Daraa camp with two 

explosive barrels, which led to massive destruction of civilian homes as 

well as the a number of wounded, with no details about victims because 

of the tense situation in the region, while hundreds of Palestinian families 

live in that town. Two shells targeted the Yarmouk camp yesterday one of 

them fall on a building in the main street and the other near Palestine 

square. 

 
Effects of the shelling on Muzeireeb town 
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Hundreds of the Yarmouk residents participated, after al Jomaa prayer 

from Palestine mosque, in a demonstration to support Gaza people 

against the Zionist aggression. The protesters condemned the Arab and 

international silence about the ongoing situation and genocide in Gaza; 

they also expressed their anger about Arabian defeatist situation for not 

supporting Palestinian refugee cases. 

In another hand, the distribution of aid continued to the besieged people, 

while the Charity Committee for relief of Palestinian people has entered 

1200 food, vegetables and fruits baskets and 1150 bread dozen on 

addition to infant milk. The Charity Committee continues its work within 

Iftar project to prepare 200 meals.  

In terms of medical aspect, Palestine Red Crescent Assembly received 

various groups of children vaccines from the General commission for 

refugees and Palestine embassy. The medical team of Palestine Red 

Crescent continues its precaution work in the Yarmouk camp within the 

vaccine campaign against, poliomyelitis awareness, cleaning, the right 

healthy behavior and drinking water disinfection while the team has 

finished from the disinfection of the water of, Al Oroba, Al TAqadom and 

Al Magharba eighth neighborhood, the vicinity of Palestine mosque, Ein 

Gazal Street ends up with Al Righa square.  

 
Aid distribute in Yarmouk refugee camp 
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The camp is besieged by the Syrian Regular Army and the Palestinian 

factions loyal to it for more than a year, where the army prevents the 

return of its displaced residents and the entry of the camp’s needs while 

clashes, fights and arrests are still there between armed brigades inside 

the camp once in a while. 

Bombing targeted Khan Al Sheih camp in Damascus city, as a shell 

landed near Al Makhfar Street resulted in material damages. Explosion 

sounds were heard in the camp, turned out to be resulted in the bombing 

of adjacent areas. 

The only boarder with the camp “Zakia” was reopened after being closed 

because of clashes and snipping, moreover, the residents of the camp 

suffer of acute shortage of water because the lack of power to operate 

water pumps, and the lack tankers inside the camp. 

 

Italy 

Italian authorities arrested 5 persons after horrible accident, where 

about 100 refugees from Syria including Palestinians who were killed 

and their bodies were found with a child in a secret place on a boat. 

Witnesses on the boat which was coming from Tunisia, according to 

Daily telegraph newspaper “horrific events witnessed on the boat that 

carries refugees, mostly from Syria according to the newspaper.  

fightings broke out on the boat between refugees and smugglers, where 

they throw 50 refugees in the sea and stabbed 60 others before throwing 

them to the sea. 

The Italian police arrested a Palestinian, Saudi, two from Morocco and 

another Syrian with Tunisian smugglers on charge of murder after the 

body 30 people including a child, was found trapped in the engine room 

and they seem to have died of suffocation in the boat, which was carrying 

600 people, most of them illegal immigrants from Syria.  

According to the web sites, Malta had found 29 bodies in a wooden boat 

on Saturday in front of Lampedusa, located between Tunisia and Sicily, 
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while Italian relief authorities spoke about the death of a Syrian child 

who did not exceed one year, and the authorities in Italy and Malta talked 

about the initial outcome of 19 migrants died in the boat and another 

died while being transported to the island. According to the military 

authorities in Malta, the immigrants may have been killed "crushed to 

death" during the chaos on the surface of the boat or suffocated by gas 

exhaust according Italian relief entities but the details of the massacre 

will be unfolded later. 

The boat which was sailing on adrift transported 600 people, most of 

them Syrians, according to Maltese authorities, before they stumbled by a 

Danish cargo ship in the water between Libya and Malta, 80 miles (148 

km) from the coast of Lampedusa.  

The Maltese military authorities requested for an immediate assistance 

from the Italian Coast Guard to rescue the 566migrants who arrived 

survivors, including the parents of the child, to the port of Messina on 

board of the Danish ship which presented to them for help, but the boat 

stayed in Malta with the bodies of the 29victims.  

 

Hungary 

After weeks of food strike by the refugee Rakan Hussein, and after the 

rejection of the Hungarian authorities on being reunited with his children 

on the pretext of unrecognized their passports, Hungarian authorities 

recognized the children travel documents. 

Mr. Rakan Hussein said, to our correspondent in Hungary, that he had 

received from the Hungarian authorities a mail telling him that the 

Hungarian authorities re-recognized the Syrian travel documents, and 

they set an appointment to see his children in the Hungarian Embassy in 

Turkey.  

It is noteworthy that "Hussein" had begun a hunger strike in the middle of 

last month, where he sent several letters through the Action Group, which 
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has conducted several meetings with him, and many of the Arab and 

foreign activists who had shown solidarity with their cause.  

 

Civil Work Committee 

The Turkish Assembly of Solidarity with Palestine “Vidar” - Commission 

for the Palestinians in Syria, distributed relief assistance to the 

Palestinian families in the city of Istanbul, as the team of the Committee 

in the cities of Rihaniyya and Antioch established Iftar which was 

attended by a number of Palestinian Syrian refugees who are in Turkey.  

It is noted that hundreds of Palestinian Syrian families were displaced to 

Turkey due to the bombing and blockade.  

 
The Iftar for Palestinian refugee in Turkey 

On the other hand, the Palestine Charity Committee in Dara’a camp 

continues the project "Iftar”, as they distributed a number of meals to 

residents of Tabriaat and Tel Shehab towns. 

In a related context, Charity Commission for the Relief of the Palestinian 

people distribute Eid gifts for about 100 orphaned children from Al 

Aedein camp in Hama, with the aim of planting a smile on their lips and 

alleviate their suffering. 


